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 It offers specific approaches for intervening and assisting the child to handle these obstacles,
such as teaching the child how exactly to socialize with humor and empathy, options for
learning to write, tips for organizing daily activities, multi-tasking, and even more.The book
offers readers methods to evaluate their child’s strengths and weaknesses in areas such as
visual and spatial functioning, writing problems, information processing and organizational skills,
social and emotional capabilities, vocabulary skills, and interactive abilities.
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  Really interesting and very helpful for everyday activity. I had no idea of how exactly to help
my child. This book made it all obvious. I am thoroughly relieved and also have begun to take
the techniques recommended in the publication. If you have a kid with NLD you must read this
book. Aspie Help This book explains how all of the learning disorders go together and how
they are different. The author gives many helpful suggestions, but I found the book more difficult
to read than some of the others I purchased. I would definatly recommend for all teachers to
read this book so they can better understand their particular needs kids! Well written Fantastic!
Good guideline and steps to the disorder. Primarily, when you are baffled just choose it up
and re-read outdated passages that alleviate your own anxieties to be able to continue
understanding your child.Thank you also to owner for selling a reserve in great condition. You
may be on my set of Sellers. It isn't the first reserve I recommend to a mother or father or
teacher. I chose it because of reviews I came across on Amazon & the price. Helping a Child
with NLD My child was recently diagnosed with this disorder and this book really helped me
personally to understand my daughter better. We mainly because a family have struggled to
get her to change plus some of the items she CANT change. Good book I purchased this book
from a listing of suggested reading given to me by the Pediatric Psychologist that diagnosed
my child with NLD. Excellent read and several helpful insights. This information in this bookis very
useful. Even though it isn't as readable, it did involve some suggestions I did not get from the
additional books.Best book in NLD Actually after reading the info entirely on various websites, I
still had hardly any understanding of what the NLD child goes through every day. While I'm not
really finished with the reserve yet, it has really given me some hope and I also recommended it
to my daughter's Doctor and therapists. Useful Book This is a great book. I have a daughter
with nonverbal learning disorder which publication has helped me to see that alot of her
actions are in fact "normal" on her behalf syndrome. It arrived in a timely way also.? Five Stars
Well written book Five Stars Gave to my daughter and was very informative. Thank you. I'll
probably look at various other books but honestly I feel such as this book covered everything
you could possibly have to know. This is normally very helpful to us parents who live this each
day.
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